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ABSTRACT 
A new algorithm for the rational Hermite interpolation table is described. This algorithm reduces 
to the qd algorithm o f  Rutishauser in the Pad~ case. Moreover it shares several properties with 
Rutishauser's algorithm. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the study of the Pad~ table the qd algorithm of 
Rutishauser [8] plays a prominent part. Indeed this 
algorithm can be used to construct the dements of 
the Pad~ table. Moreover it has other interesting prop- 
erties (see Henrici [5], [6], [11]), For instance it can 
be used to approximate simultaneously the zeros of a 
polynomial, and as such k extends the method of 
Bernoulli. 
Since the rational Hermite interpolation table contains 
the Pad~ table as a special case, it is then a natural 
question to ask if we can fred an algorithm for the 
rational Hermite interpolation table generalizing 
Rutishauser's qd algorithm. Hence, we want to con- 
struct an algorithm which reduces to the algorithm of 
Rutishauser in the Pad~ case and which has similar 
properties. 
In the literature there already exists such a generaliza- 
tion due to Wuytack [10]. However, his algorithm only 
satisfies our first condition, i.e. it reduces to the algo- 
rithm of Rutishauser in the Pad~ case, but it doesn't 
share its convergence properties. 
In the remaining sections we will describe an algorithm 
satisfying the stipulated conditions. In section 2 we 
briefly describe the rational Hermite interpolation 
problem, and introduce some definitions. In section 3 
the generalized qd algorithm is derived. In the last sec- 
tion we show that it is possible to consider the ex- 
tended generalized qd-scheme. For this extended 
scheme areflection property can be proved and a 
progressive form of the algorithm can be deduced. 
Furthermore the extended generalized qd scheme 
possesses some interesting convergence properties. In- 
deed, if certain conditions are satisfied, then it can be 
shown that rows and columns of the extended gener- 
alized qd scheme converge. The limit-values depend 
upon the zeros and poles of the function for which 
the scheme is constructed. These properties allow the 
simultaneous determination f all the zeros of a poly- 
nomial. For a description of these convergence prop- 
erties and for numerical examples we refer to Claes- 
sens [4]. 
2. THE RATIONAL HERMITE INTERPOLATION 
PROBLEM 
Let f be a complex-valued function which is holo- 
morphic on an open set E containing the points 
{z0, Zl, z2,... ), or f(z) ~ H(E). The points of this 
sequence do not need to be distinct from each other. 
Particularly if f(z) does not vanish on E then we'll 
use the notation f(z) ~ H*(E). The rational Hermite 
interpolation problem of order [m, n] consists in find- 
ing a rational function r = P~ with degree of numer- 
ator (resp. denominator) le q than or equal to m 
(resp. n) such that 
m z . m z . 
D Xr(zi)=D lf(zi), i--0,1 ..... m+n,  
where mzi is one less than the multiplicity of z i in 
i 
(zj) i =0" This problem does not always have a solution. 
It is however possible (Wuytack [10] ) to obtain aneces- 
sary and sufficient condition under which a solution 
exists. 
A related, although not equivalent, problem looks for 
m n 
two polynomials p(z) = Z a0i o~0i, q(z) =iY~ b0i¢o0i, 
i=0 =0 
such that 
q f -  P = ¢°0, m+ n+ 1 v(z), with v(z) ~ H(E). (1) 
where 
w00(z) = 1 and w0i(z) = (z -Zi_l) w0,i_l(Z) for i= 1,2 .... 
This is equivalent to seeking asolution for the follow- 
ing homogeneous system of equations 
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k [a0k  ,k = 0,1 ..... m (2a) 
b0j fjk = j=0 L0 ,k=m+l ,m+2 ..... m+n.  (2b) 
Here fik for k ~ j denotes the divided difference of 
order k -j of f(z) determined in the points 
zj, zj + 1 ..... Zk, and by convention fjk = 0 if k < j. 
This is the modified rational Hermite interpolation 
problem• One proves (Claessens [2]), that if the rank 
of the coefficient matrix of (2b) is n-d, then there 
exists a unique solution P*mn' q*mn (determined upon 
a constant factor) for (1) - called the minimal solu- 
tion- such that ~P*nm g m-d,  ~q*mn g n°d  and 
min (m-d * ' * - aPmn, n-d-~qinn ) = 0. Furthermore 
P*mn(Z) dmn (z) Pmn (z) 
q*mn(z) dmn(Z) qmn(Z). 
Here Pmn(Z) and qmn(Z) are irreducible and 
1 
dmn(Z ) = i__II1 (z-zcti) 
1 . ~m+n 
with 0 g I g min(m,n), {zai)i=l c ~zi~i= 0 and 
with the convention that dmn(Z ) = 1 if 1 = 0. 
Only when dmn(Z ) = 1, the rational Hermite interpola- 
tion problem of order [m, n] is soluble (Claessens [2]). 
• , Pmn (z) Its solution is given oy - - -v -v -  • Whether the prob- 
qmn ~z) 
lem is soluble or not, by definition we call 
Pmn(Z) the rational Hermite interpolant 
rmn(Z/= qmn(Z) 
of order [m, hi. If dmn (z) 4:1, then its zeros are 
cared unattainable points for rmn(Z). In these points 
rmn(Z ) can not satisfy the interpolalfion condition. 
See Claessens [2] for more details. 
The elements rmn for different values of m and n can 
be arranged in a two~timensional array, as in table 1. 
Table 1. The rational Hermite interpolation table 
r0,0 r0,1 r0~2 • . • 
rl,0 r1,1 r l~ . . .  
r2,0 r2,1 r2,2 - . .  
The elements in the first column of table I are the 
Hermite interpohting polynomials. Several methods 
are available for constructing them, e.g. by construct- 
ing a table of divided ifferences with confluent 
arguments. 
At last we introduce generalized Hankel determinants 
fl,m f l ,m+l  " '"  fl,m+k-1 
fl-l,m fl-l,m+ 1 " '"  fl- l,m+k-1 
lm 
H~"" = . . . . .  . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  .. 
f l -k+l,m f l -k+ l ,m+l  " '"  f l -k+l,m+k-l l  
with 1,m e IN and 0 < k< 1 +1 
and " l,m tl 0 = 1 by convention. In case z i = z 0 for all i, 
they reduce to the usual definition for Hankel deter- 
minants. See Henrici [5]. Then we define two sets of 
determinants for m, n e IN 
Pmn(Z)  = 
and 
Qmn(Z) = 
fn,m+l fn,m+2 "" fn,m+n COOn • Fnm 
fn- l ,m+l  fn- l ,m+2 "'" fn-l ,m+n co0,n-l, Fn-1 
• . . •  • . . . , . . . .  • . ° .  • . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  . ° . . . . ,  . . . ,  
f0,m÷l fO,m+2 "'" f0,m+n COo0 " 
fn,m+ 1 fn,m+2 "'" fn,m+n COOn 
fn- l ,m+l  fn- l ,m+2 "'" fn- lgn+n c°0,n-1 
• . • °  • . . . . . , . . . ° . . .  , .  . . . .  . ° . . , . ° , • . . . .  
[ f0,m+ 1 f0,m+2 "'" f0,m+n co00 
F0,~ 
m 
where Fi,m(Z )='j =1 ~" fij ¢oij(z ) for m ~ i and with the 
convention that Fi, m(Z ) --0 i f i  > m, and 
coij = (z-zj-1) ' c°i,j-1 with coil = 1. 
Theorem 1 
If the rank of (2b) is maximal then Pmn(Z) and Qmn(Z) 
represent the minimal solution of order [m, n]. 
This is a slightly different form of a theorem due to 
Warner [9] .  
Corollary 
If the rank of (2b) is maximal then 
P,mniZ ) Hn,m+l n n,m = n f00 WOO + "'" + (-1) H n+l  ¢°0m' 
and (3) 
q.mn(Z ) = Hn,m+l n- l ,m+ 1 
n ¢°00 + "" + (-1)n Hn WOn" 
(4) 
In the remainder of this paper we make the following 
assumptions. We will suppose that the rank of (2b) is 
maximal for all m and n ~ IN. Then the corresponding 
rational Hermite interpolation table is called paranormal 
(Claessens [2]). This implies that 3P*mn = m and 
aq*mn = n for all m and n. Moreover we will suppose 
that dmn(Z0) 4:0 (or equivalently q'ran(Z0) 4: 0) for 
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all m and n. If the rational Hermite interpolation 
table is paranormal nd ff dmn(Z0) =# 0 for all m and 
n, then we will say that the rational Hermite inter- 
polation table is seminormal. Consequently it is pos- 
sible to normalize the minimal solution such that 
q*mn(Z0) = 1. Finally we denote by amn (resp. bmn )
the coefficient of co0m in P*mn (resp. COOn in q*mn)" 
3. A GENERALIZATION OF THE QD ALGORITHM 
First we present some results which will be needed in 
proving the theorems. 
Lemma 1 
Let the rational Hermite interpolation table be semi- 
normal, then the following identities hold between 
neighbouring elements : 
Ca) * * * * Pm+ 1,n+ 1 qmn - Pmn qm+ 1,n+ 1 
= (am+ 1,n+ 1 bmn - amn bm+ 1,n+ 1)co0¢n+n+l; 
(b) * * * * Pm+ 1,n qmn-Pmn qm+ 1,n 
= am+ 1,n bmn C°O,m + n+ 1; 
(c) ~ ~ ~" Pm+l ,n+lqm+l ,n -Pm+l ,n  qm+l ,n+l  
= - am+l,n bm+l ,n+l  co0,m+n+2; 
(d) * * * * Pm + 1,n qm,n+ 1 -Pm, n+ 1 qm+ 1,n 
= am+l,n bm,n+ 1 c°0,m+n+ 2 • 
These relations were first obtained by Warner [9]. 
A very simple proof can be found in Claessens [ 1]. 
Lemma 2 
(Perron [7], p. 198). If each two consecutive elements 
in the sequence I pi l o° |-~--i/i= 0'  with q0 = 1 and Piqi ~: 0 
(i ~ 1), are different from each other then there exists 
a continued fraction of the form 
•0 + + +. . .  
whose n-th convergent Pn has the property 
f Pn Pn for O. n Qn = qn 
(5) 
Moreover, one finds the following expressions for 
30 and a i, 3 i (i ~ 1) : 
30=P0 '  al  =p l -pO,  #I = I  
an = Pn qn - 1 - qn Pn - 1 ] 
Pn-2 qn-1 ° qn-2 Pn-1 
3n = Pn-2 qn -qn-2 Pn 
Pn-2 qn-1 -qn-2 Pn-1 
fo rn~ 2. (6) 
The qd algorithm of Kutishauser for Pad~ approximants 
gives rhombus-rules for calculating the coefficients of 
a continued fraction 
zk+l I qk+l  k Ck+ 1 z I 
gk(z)= Z c iz i+ 
z qk+l z ] elk+l 12  , _ . . .  (7) 
which has as consecutive convergents the following 
sequence of Pad~ approximants : 
Tk= {rk, 0, rk+l,0,  rk+l , l , rk+2,1 .... ), k~ 0. 
We will now show how we can generalize this algorithm 
for rational Hermite interpolation. The generalized qd 
algorithm will contain the qd algorithm of gutishauser 
as a special case. First however we will introduce an 
appropriate generalization f the continued fraction (7). 
Theorem 2
Let the rational Hermite interpolation table be semi- 
normal. There exists a continued fraction of the form 
k f0, k+l  co0,k+l [ 
gk(z) --- ~ £ • o~0i(z ) + i=0 01 [ 1 
qk+l  (Z_Zk+l) [ ek+l_(z--'Zk-.~+2~ ] 
-11 + qk+l(z0_Zk+l)  - l l+ek+l (z  0_zk+ 2) 
qk+l(z _ - .  
2 Zk+3) I .., k ~ 0, 
I 1 + qk + l(z 0 _ Zk +3) (8) 
k+l  k+l  With f0,k+l :/: 0, qj =/:0andej 4:0 for j ; ,1,  
whose successive convergents are the elements of the 
sequence 
Tk= {r~,0, r~+l ,  0, r~+1,1, r~+2,1 .... ), (9) 
where r*.= Pi~ and q~(z0)=l 
10 q~j 
Remark 
We immediately remark that in the case of Pad6 approxi- 
mation (z i = 0 for i ~ 0) the continued fraction (8) 
reduces to (7) as required. 
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Proof 
Pi+j forj = 0,1 .... and i= j , j  + 1. Let r_ + i , .¢ t  k J - 
qi+j 
Then the sequence (9) is equivalent with the sequence 
{~ Pl P2 } (10) 
' q l '  q2 ' " "  " 
We can construct a continued fraction whose con- 
vergents are the elements of (10) since by our assump- 
tions the conditions to use lemma 2 are fulfilled. 
Applying this hmma together with lemma 1, we fred 
for the partial numerators and denominators in (5) : 
flO = i :0  foi C°oi(Z) 
(11a) 
a l=fO,k+ !~o0,k+l(z ), 31=1 
bk+j,j  
• - (z - z  k + 2 j -1) '  
a2j bk+j_l , j_  1 
ak ~j,j bk + j- l , j -1 - ak + j -  1, j -1 bk + j,j 
fl2j = 
ak+j, j -1 bk+j -1, j  - 1 
for j ;* 1. (11b) 
ak+j+l , j  
a2j+ 1- ak+j , j _ l  (z- Zk+ 2j)' 
ak+j,j-1 bk+j +l,j - ak+j+l,j bk+j,j-1 
fl2j+l = 
ak+j, j -1 bk+j,j  
Taking into account he normalizing condition, we 
must have 
q i (z0)=l ,  i~1 .  
This implies that the following relations must be valid 
for j~ 1: 
1= bk+j ' J  
(z0 - Zk+ 2j-1) 
bk +j - l ,  j-1 
ak+j,j bk÷j- l , j -1 - ak+j- l , j -1 bk+j,j  
+ 
ak+j, j-1 bk+j- l , j -1  
1= ak+j +l , j  (z 0 -zk+2j  )
ak+j, j-1 
ak +j,j-1 bk+j+l , j  - ak+j +l, j  bk+j, j-1 
+ 
ak +j , j -1 bk+j,j 
If we now put : 
qk+l= bk +j,j k+l 
- , e .  - -  
bk+j_l,j_ 1 J 
ak +j + 1,j 
ak + j,j -1 
(12) 
(13) 
then using (12) the relations (11b) become : 
a2j = _ qk + 1 (z - z k + 2j -1)' 
a2j+l ='-e~ +l(z -Zk+ 2j)' 
k+ l  
fl2j=l+qj (z0-zk +2j-1) 
k+l  
f l2j+l=l +ej (z0-zk+2j)" 
(14) 
k+l  e ik+l~0 because the We remark that qj =~ 0 and 
d 
a's and the b's appearing in (13) are nonzero constants 
as a consequence of our assumptions. Also f0,k + 1 ¢ 0, 
since r~+l_ ,0 =/= r~, 0.. .  But then the relations (11a) and 
(14) prove the theorem. • 
k+l k+l  The elements qj , ej appearing in (8) can also 
be expressed in terms of generalized Hankel deter- 
minants. 
Corollary 1 
For j ~ 1 and k ;, 0 we have : 
k+ l_  ~- l ' k+J  +1 4 - I  ' k+ j  
qj Hj.'-2,k + j " HJ ,k+j+l  
j-1 j 
and 
_j ,k+j+l _ j - l ,k+j+l  
k+l_  1-1]+1 Hi-1 
e .  - 
J H.J- l ,k+ j H!, k+j +2 
J J 
HJ-2,k+j with the convention that j -1  = 1 for j = 1. 
Proof 
Use (3) and (4) with the appropriate normalization 
in (13). • 
(is) 
(16) 
Corollary 2 
For j~ landk~0wehave:  
~r' Z k+ 1 qk+j , j - l (0)  - q[+j,j(z0) 
qj = • ,~,t 
1 + (z 0-z k + 2j -1) [q~ +j -1,j -1 (z0) - qk +j ,j -1 (z0)] 
(17) 
~" Z q~'  k+l  qk+j , j (O)-  k+j+l, j (Zo ) 
e .  
1 + (z0 -z  k + 2j) [q~+j , j -1  ( z0) -q~ +j,j (z0)] 
(18) 
proof 
Using the forward recurrence formulas for continued 
fractions (Perron, [7] p. 5) we have : 
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" .  k+ l  - . 
qk +j,j = [1 + ~ (z0 -Zk+ 2j-1) ]qk +j,j-1 
k+l  . 
- qj (Z-Zk + 2j-1 ) qk+j - l , j -1  
k+l  . 
q~+j+ 1,j=[1 + ej (z0-zk+ 2j)]qk+j,j 
- ek+ 1 (Z-Zk + 2j) q~+j, j_  1 
This can also be written as : 
"k+l ,  . . 
qj tz-z0)qk+j- l , j -1 
k+l .  . 
= -qj tz0-zk+ 2j-1 ) qk+j - l , j -1  
k+l ,  . . 
+ [1 + qj tz0-zk+2j-1)]qk+j, j -1 - qk+j,j 
k+ 1 . k+ l  . 
ej (z-z0) qk +j,j-1 = -ej (z0-zk+ 2j)qk +j,j_ 1 
k+l  . . 
+ [ l+ej (z0-zk+ 2j)] qk+j,j - qk+j+l , j  
If we now divide by (z-z0) and take the limit for 
z -> z 0 then we Fred (17) and (18), after a suitable 
reordening. •
We now show that the coefflcients qk +1,' ek +1 of the 
continued fraction (8) can be computed recursively. 
To prove these relations we will make use of the fact 
that two neighbouring sequences Tk_ 1 and T k con- 
tain both the elements r~+j,j, j ~ 0. 
Lemma 3 
Ifb 0 + b~ll+ a2[ + ... is agiven continued fraction [b2 
{Qi}7=0 ' with numerators {Pi } =0 and denominators 
then the continued fraction with numerators 
{P2i}~=O and denominators {Q2i}~=O is given by 
a2a3b 4
alb 2 b 2 
-I blb2+ a 2 b2a4+ (b2b3+ a3)b 4 b 2 
a2n-2 a2n- lb2n I 
b2n-2 [ . . . .  
- [ b2n-2a2n + (b2n_2h2n_l+ a2n_l)b2n 
I b2n_2 (19) 
and the continued fraction with numerators 
{P2i+l }7=0 and denominators {Q2i+l }7=0 is given 
by 
a I a 2 b 3 
b0b I + a I b 1 
b I +[b la3+(b lb2+a2)  b 3 b l  - " "  
a2n-1 a2nb2n + 1 [ 
_ b2n-1 [ _ ... 
b2n- la2n+ 1+ (b2n-lb2n + a2n) b2n+ 1 
b2n_l (20) 
The formulas (19) and (20) are derived in the same 
way as the formulas which are known in the literature 
(Perron [7], p. 201) as contraction formulas. However 
they differ a little bit from the usual expressions as a 
consequence of our requirement for the sequences of 
numerators and denominators. They can be reduced 
to Perron's classical formulas by an equivalence trans- 
formation. Nevertheless we will also use the terminol- 
ogy even and odd contraction to denote (19) and (20). 
Theorem 3
The coefficients of the continued fraction (8) can be 
calculated by using the following recurrence formulas : 
e = 0 k ~ 1 (21) 
ql = f0, k+ l  
f l ,k+ 1 
e.k= qk+l  -qjk + eJ -lk+1 [1+ qk+l(z0_zk+2j_l)   
1 + qjk (z O_zk+2j_ l  ) 
(22a) 
k~l , j>  1. 
k+l k+l . .  k,  ,. 
k ej qj Ll+ej tz0-zk+ 2i_1)1 
qj+ 1= k . .  k+l ,  ,. k+ l ,k  k+l , ,  
ejll+qj %-Zk+2j_l,+ c3-qj 2 
(22b) 
Proof 
To obtain the recurrence formulas (21) and (22) we 
state that the odd order convergents gk- l ,2n+l  of the 
continued fraction gk- l '  are equal to the even order 
convergents gk,2n of gk for n > 0 and k > 1, or 
gk- l ,2n+ 1 = gk,2n'" 
Using the contraction formulas (19) and (20) it is then 
possible to construct two continued fractions. The 
first one 
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k 
hk-l(z) = i~0 f0i ~°0i(z) 
k k 
+ f0,kql [1 + e I (z0-zk+ 1)1 6a0,k+ 1(z) 
k k k "'" 
[1-ql (z-z0) ] [1 + e I (z0-zk + 1)] - el (Z-Zk + 1) 
k k k 
ej_l(Z-Zk+2j_3) qj (Z-Zk+2j_2)[1 + ej (Zo-Zk+2j_l)] 
k 
1 + ej_l (z 0 -Zk + 2j _3 ) 
1+ k l(zo_Zk+ 2j_3)] + qk(zo-zk + 2j-2)]-qk (z-Zk + 2j-2 Zk +2j-1) 
(23) 
has as convergents he odd parts of gk-l '  or hk_ 1,n = gk-l,2n + 1 for n = 0, 1,... 
The second one 
k fO,k+l [1+ ql /Zo- Zk+l)] ¢°O,k+l(Z 
~. .°  hk(z) = i£0= foi ¢°oi(Z) + k+ 1 -q l  l(z-zo) 
k+l ,  , k+l  k+l  
qj-1 ~Z-Zk+2j-3) ej-1 (Z-Zk+2j-2)[l+qj (Zo-Zk+2j-1)] 
k+l,  
[ l+q jq  ~z0 - Zk+2j_3)] 
t k+l  k+l ,  "l ek+l( z z )] [ l+qk+l(zo-Zk+2j-1)] k+l(z z 
[ l+qj-1 (z0-zk+2j-3)][ l+ej-1 tz0-zk+2j-2) - j-1 - k+2j-2~ [ l+qk;l(z0_zk+2j_3) ] -qj - k+2j-1 
(24) 
has as convergents he even parts of gk, or 
hk,n = gk,2n for n = 0, 1 ..... 
Hence, by construction the numerators (resp. denomi- 
nators) of (23) and (24) represent the same sequence 
{p~+i,i}~=O (resv. * oo {qk + i,i)i= 0 )" 
Expressing these qualities for the first partial numerator 
and the ftrst partial denominator gives : 
I f0,k qk [1 + ek(z0-zk + 1)]= f0s +1 [1 
k k k k+l  
ql [1+ 1) ] + = e I (~0-Zk+ e 1 ql 
Then after some calculations we Fred : 
qk_ f0~k + 1 
f l ,k+l  
k+l  k 
k ql - ql el= 
1 + qk (z 0_zk+l )  
k+l 
+ ql (z0-zk+ 1)] 
(25) 
Expressing the equality for the j-th partial numerators 
and the j-th partial denominators gives : 
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k+l ,. qy+l 
ek_lqk[ l+ e~!Zo-Zk+2j_l)] =qjL;lej_l [1+ (Zo-Zk+ 2j_1 )] 
k+l ,  
[1+ k l (z0-zk+ 2j-3 )] 1 + qj-1 tz0 - Zk+ 2j-3 ) 
qk 1 ~- k (z0 -  Zk+ 2j-l) k k+l 
+ej =ej_ 1 
1+ e k j-1 (Zo- Zk+ 2j-3 ) 
1+ qk+ l(zo-Zk+ 2j_l ) k+l  
+qj 
1 + qjk+ 11 (z 0 -Zk + 2j - 3 ) 
1+ k (z  0 -Zk+ 2j_1 ) 
1 + k l(z0-z k + 2j -3 ) 
{[1 + k_l(zO-Zk+ 2j_3)] [1+ qk (Zo-Zk + 2j_2)] + qkzk + 2j_2 } + CZk+ 2j_ 1 
k+l ,  ' f  k+l k+l,  ,~ k+l "[_ k+l 
l+qj Vz0-zk+2j_l ) [ [ l+qj  -1 (z0-zk+2j-3)][l+eJ -1 ~z0-zk+2j -2)1+ eJ -1 Zk+2j -2J +qJ 
k+l, 
1 + qj-1 ~z0-zk+ 2j-3 ) 
After rather lengthy calculations we find : 
k q j= 
k+l  k+l  [l+k_l(Z0_Zk+2j_3) ] 3-1 qj-1 
ek+l(e k k+l) k- lt l+qjk-'~l(zo-Zk+2j-3)]+ j-1 j - l -q j -1  (Zo-Zk+2j-1) 
k+l  k k+111+ k+l.  ,, 
ek= qj -qj + ej_ 1 qj [z0-zk +2j_1)1 
J 1 + qk (z O- Zk + 2j- 1) 
From (25) and (26) follow (21) and (22) if we put e~ = 0 
Remark that in the case of pad~ approximation 
(z i = 0 for i a, 0) the formulas (21) and (22) reduce 
Table 2. The generalized qd table 
1 
e 0 
1 
ql 
2 1 
e 0 e 1 
2 1 
ql q2 
3 2 1 
e 0 e I e 2 
3 2 : 
ql q2 : 
4 3 
e 0 e 1 
4 : 
ql 
5 : 
e 0 : 
;. 
for k~ 1. m 
Zk+2j-1 
(26) 
to the well-known formulas for the qd algorithm of 
Rutishauser. 
The relations (21) and (22) permit he computation of
the generalized qd-table (see table 2), from left to right. 
Each downward sloping diagonal gives the coefficients 
of a continued fraction of the form (8). This table 
enables us to compute the continued fractions 
gk (k = 1,2 .... ) whose reduced convergents form the 
lower triangular part of the rational Hermite interpola- 
tion table. 
Note that the rehtions (22) are also rhombus rules. 
Each of the rules (22a) and (22b) connects four 
neighbouring elements of the generalized qd-scheme 
lying on the edges of a rhombus. 
Another generalization f the qd algorithm was de- 
scried by Wuytack [10]. His algorithm however has 
the drawback that, to calculate the coefficients of the 
interpolating continued fraction, intermediate auxiliary 
quantities have to be calculated. Our algorithm does 
not suffer from this drawback. Moreover, as will be 
proved, our algorithm has properties, which it shares 
with gutishauser's qdalgorithm. 
To illustrate the algorithm, we consider the following 
example. 
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Example 1 
5 = {0,0,1,1,2,3} and f(0)=1, f'(0) =7 '  Let (zi) i= 0 1 
f(1) = 3, f'(1) = 1, f(2) = 4 and f(3) = 9. 
Table 3. Table of divided differences 
0 1 
0 1 1/2 
1 3 2 3/2 
1 3 1 -1 -5/2 
2 4 1 0 1/2 3/2 
3 9 5 2 1 1/6 -4/9 
Then, after computing the table of divided differences, 
we can construct, using (24) and (25), the following 
generalized qd scheme : 
1 3 
ql = ~- 
i el=7 
2 5 1 2 
ql = 2- q2 = - -~ 
2 1 1 26 
el - 3 e2 = 6--3 
3 2 17 
ql = 3 q2 = 4-~ 
3 17 
el = 1--5 
4 8 
ql =--~- 
Then we get, for example, 
g0(z)-- 1+ - [-~--~- ~- - - ,  + _ ~-  ..... 
[1  [ -6  -~ --~ 
or after using an equivalence transformation 
gO(z)=1+ z ~12 _12 +7~ z ~ 3 ~  _12_6(1;2)[_.... 
Now we will briefly outline how the upper triangular 
part of the rational Hermite interpolation table of f 
can be determined. Therefore we will first prove the 
following lemmas. 
Lgmma 4 
If f(z). g(z) = 1 with f, g ~ I-I*(E) and ff P* -*  mn' "Xmn 
denotes the minimal solution of order [m,n] w.r.t, f, 
then qmn* ' P*mn represents he (possibly unnormalized) 
minimal solution of order [n,m] w.r.t, g, and vice 
versa. 
Proof 
• * * is the minimal solution we have that Since Pmn' qmn 
• f -P*mn=600,m+n+l v(z),v6H(E) qmn 
Making use of the fact that fg = 1, we get 
P*mn g - q*mn = - ¢°0,m+n+l fv. 
Consequently q*mn' P*mn represents he minimal solu- 
tion of order [n,m] to g. Remark that if a certain 
normalization is desired, then q*mn and P*mn still have 
to be multiplied with an appropriate constant factor 
to represent the normalized minimal solution of order 
[n,m] to g. • 
The reciprocal series g can eventually be determined 
by the following equations 
I _1 
go0 = fo0 
i-1 
[g0i =- f~ l  ( j~0 g0j fji )' i~ 1. 
It can also be determined by the (formal) interpola- 
tion procedure, after first calculating the correspond- 
ing interpolation conditions for g. 
Lemma S ([7], p. 24). 
I fA4 :0andA=b 0+l 1 ~ + b~'-2 " a2 I+ ..,then 
Hereby the continued fraction may be terminating or 
not.  
It is then clear, after using lemma 5, that the continued 
fractions, originally having as (reduced) convergents 
elements of the lower triangular part of the rational 
Hermite interpolation table of g, now will have as 
(reduced) convergents elements of the upper triangular 
part of the rational Hermite interpolation table of f. 
4. THE EXTENDED GENERALIZED qd SCHEME 
just as Henrici ([6], p. 163) has done for Rutishauser's 
qd scheme, we can consider the extended generalized 
qd table (table 4), by noticing that the right members 
of (15) and (16) continue to exist if k is negative, as 
long as k > -j. 
Now we'll show that the recurrence r lations (22) 
continue to hold for k > -j. The proof is based on 
the fact that these recurrence r lations represent 
relations between generalized Hankel determinants. 
Therefore we need the following relations. 
Lemma 6 
For l, me Iqis 
H:~+I Hm'l + 2-Hm-l ' l  + l m  Hm + 1'1 + lm+l  
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= Hm,l+ 1 Hm, l+ 1 
m+l m (z0 - Zm+l+l) (27a 
_ HJ-l,k+j-lHJ,k+J + 1 HJ-2,k+j-1 H!,k+J, 
N1- j j j-1 J 
Table 4. The extended generalized qd scheme 
\ 0 -1 -2 
\ ql q2 q3 " " " \ 
1 \ 0 -1 
e 0 \ \  e I e 2 e 3 
1 \ 0 - i  
ql \ \  q2 q3 " "  
2 1 \ \  0 -I 
e 0 el x e2 e3 
\ 
2 1 \ 0 
ql q2 \ q3 "'" \ 
3 2 1 \ 0 
e 0 e I e 2 \ e 3 . . .  \ 
3 2 1 \ 
ql q2 q3 \ "'" \ 
\ 
and 
Hm,1 Hm+l, l+l Hm,l+lHm+l, l  
rn+l m+l - m+l m+l 
Hm+l, 1Hmm, 1+1 + m+2 = 0. (27b) 
The relations (27) were proved by Warner [9] for 
generalized bigradients. They arise after using a deter- 
minantal identity (Clacssens [3]), which links gener- 
alized bigradients and generalized Hankel determinants. 
Theo tern 4 
The recurrence r lations (22) are valid in the extended 
generalized qd scheme. 
We show that for k > -j andj ~ lq\ {0) 
L -ek[  l+ j  qk(z0-zk+2j-1)] +q} 
is equal to 
k+l k+l + qjk+l 2" '1 )]" R--qj + Cj-1 [1 . (z 0-zk+ J- 
Forj = 1 we only have to verify the case k = 0. The 
verification isstraightforward formally using (15) and 
(16). 
Formally using (15) and (16) for k > -j and 
j~ lq \ {0,1}, we Fred 
{H~:"  H i [H j-2'k+j-1H !'k+j J --ll'k+J[ jol J L= 1 
N 1 
HJ-1 ~k+j j-l,k+j-1. 2j-1~ + j H j_l (Zo - Zk + 
+ HJ-1 ,k+j -I HJ,k+j + 1 H j-1 ,k+j HJol ,k+j-11 
j j j j-I j 
with 
R= 1 IHJ-l,k+jHJ-2,k+j [HJ-2,k+J H!'k+j+l 
lq 2 [ j j-2 [ j-1 j 
HJ-l,k+j+l HJ-l,k+j ,] + -z-+~'-l~K zj ,j j j-1 (z0 
+ H!-l,k+j + 1HJ-l,k+j HJ-2,k+j-1 HJ-l,k+j + 1]_ 
j j-1 ]-1 j-1 J 
with 
j-2,k+j-1 HJ-l,k+j+l "- ,k+j H!,k+j+l 
N2 = Hj-1 j -1 aJ_~ J . 
Using (27a) and rearranging terms, gives 
NIL = H!'k +j HJ.,k+J IHJ-l,k+j HJ-2,k+j-1 
J+J J k j-1 j-1 
HJ-l,k+j-1 HJ-2,k+j] 
- j-1 j-1 J 
+ HJ-l,k+J -1 HJ-l,k+j-1 j j-1 [Hi'k+J + 1 I~"-l'k+J ] 
• • H!_ l , k+ j+ l ]  
+ HJ~-k? J j-1 J 
and 
N,. . . j - l ,k+j  + 1. j-l,k+j+ 1[_j-2,k+j-1 ~-l,k+j 
2 ~" = '~j ~'j-1 [~-1 ~-1 
HJ-2,k+j -1,k+j 1 
+ j-2 H 
+ Hj_2J-2,k+JHj_lJ-2,k+j j-l,k+j t[Hi H!'k] +j + 1 
-H j.-l'k+j + 1 j  Hj 'k+ J]. 
And Finally using (27b) gives 
HJ-l,k+j-1 H J - l , k+j+l  Hi,+k:j HJ-2,k+j 
L = j-1 j j-2 
H.J,k+j + 1 HJ-2,k+j-1 
j j-1 
andR= HJ"-I' k+J + 1HJ-l'k+j-1 j j-1 - HJ-2'k+jj-2 Hj'+k:J 
HJ-2,k +j-1 H!,k+ j + 1 
j-1 j 
This proves that (22a) is valid in the extended general- 
ized qd scheme. In the same way one can prove the 
validky of (22b). 
We will now show that the generalized qd scheme of 
the reciprocal Newton series g of f can be obtained 
from the extended scheme of f by reflection i  the 
maindiagonal (see table 4). The only exception occurs 
in the element q0. First however we recall a result 
proved in Claessens [3]. 
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Lemma 7 
If f(z). g(z) = 1 for z ~ E and f. g ~ I~(E), then is 
mfin ] J(m+n) (re+n+1) fla.1 . n - l ,m,^ I-I n [U = (-1) 2 ' : 'H2+~(h ) i=0 
and 
[mH+n -i n,m+l - (m+ n-1)(m+ n) H:,n+l(h: 
[ i=0 fii Hn (f)=(-1)2 
Theorem 5
Let f(z).g(z)= 1 for z~ E and f, gE I-Pt(E). If fhas a 
seminormal rational Hermite interpolation table, then 
g also has a seminormal rational Hermite interpolation 
table. Furthermore, the following relations hold be- 
tween the elements n n ^n An (qk' ek) and (qk' ek) of the gener- 
alized qd schemes associated with f and g 
^k 1-k ^k 1-k 
qj =ek+j - l '  ej =qk+j,  k>- j ,  j~ lq  
k ^l -k  k Al--k (28) 
qj =ek+j_  1, ej =qk+j,  k>- j , j~ lq  
with the exception of 
^0 g01 
ql = gl l  
0 f01 
q l=W = - - -  
f01 ~e l= 0 
fo0 
go1 =/= ~ = o. 
goo 
Proof 
We'll show that the relations (28) hold in the upper 
triangular part of the generalized qd scheme. 
Hence, we'll show that for j = 0, 1, ... 
1-n An 
qj+n = ej for n = 1, 2 . . . .  
l -n An 
ej+ n = qj+ 1 
- 1 ^ _  0 f01 g01 with the exception ot ~ = o ~= = ~ - 
0 ql f l l  g00 
Using (15) and (16) we have 
HJ+n-l,J +1 f HJ+n-l,J f 
l -n_  j+n  ( ) '  ]+n-1  ( ) 
"~+n-Hi:: 21'J (f).  I~j::'J+ 1 (f) 
HJ+n,j+ 1 Hj+ n-l,j e}-n= )+n+1 if)... ]+n-1 +l( f )  
J+n H!+n-l , j  (f).  H!+n,j+2 (f) 
j+n j+n 
With the aid of lemma 7 this becomes after reduc- 
tion 
l-n H~2; n (g) "H'J- -'l'j + n (g) 
= J j - .  
l j+n HJ.-1,J+ n-1 (g).HJ.,J+ n+ l(g) J 
J J 
1-n Hi~ln+ l(g) "HI'J+ n (g) An 
"~j+n H j-l'j+nj (g). Hi: ll'J+ n+ 1 (g) = qj+ I" 
On the other hand is, using (15) 
0__ @1^ (f) _ f01 , 
ql H~ '1 (f) f l l  
or using the fact that(fg)01 = g00 f01 + g01 f l l  = 0, 
we get 
0 f01 _ g01 
ql= rll g00 
The relations for the lower triangular part of the 
generalized qd scheme are established similarly, start- 
ing from the extended efinition for the ~'s and the 
~'s. 
The seminormalky of the rational Hermite interpola- 
tion table to g is an obvious consequence of lemma 6. • 
Theorem 5 gives us the first two rows of the extended 
scheme, viz 
jl-j 0 
e l • =0, j=2,3  .... andq l -  
el - J_  go,j+ 1 - - ,  j = 1,2,... 
J gl,j+ 1 
g01 
g00 
(29) 
Hence, the generalized qd table can be generated row- 
wise if we rearrange the recurrence r lations as follows: 
k k+l k I r  
k+ 1 e. + qj [1+ ej" (z 0 - Zk+2j_l)] tj = J - ej_l .. 
. k+ l ,  
l+ej_ 1 tz0-zk+2j_ 1) 
k+l ~j 
k k k+l 
= qj+l ej [l+qj (z 0-zk+2j_l)] 
(30) 
k+lr. k .. k , k+l k,, , 
qj tl+ej (Zo-Zk+2j_l)l+qj+l~q j -ej LZo-Zk+2j+1 } 
This is the progressive form of the generalized qd 
algorithm. 
At last we want to remark that, although the generalized 
qd algorithm is computationally more efficient han 
the algorithm of Wuytack [10], there exists an algorithm 
- the tg algorithm - which is still more efficient. This 
algorithm was described in Claessens [1]. However all 
the properties descnq~ed in this section for the general- 
ized qd algorithm, as well as the convergence properties 
described in Claessens [4], do not hold for the tg 
algorithm. 
This is very remarkable since the tg algorithm has been 
constructed using the same methods as for the gener- 
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alized qd algorithm. 
There is only one difference. For the generalized qd 
algorithm we use as normalization q*mn(Z0) = 1 for 
all m and n, while.in deriving the tg algorithm we re- 
quite that the polynomials q*mn(Z) are monic. 
Hence, only by using another normalization, we loose 
several interesting properties. 
Also remarkable is that although the tg algorithm is 
computationally more favourable in the rational 
Hermite case, the qd algorithm is to be preferred in 
the Pad~ case. 
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